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CHAIR REPORT
Moira Clunie
The last year at OUTLine has been a time of change, growth and
celebration. I have really appreciated being able to serve a second term
as Chairperson, and to this opportunity to share my reflections on the
last year.
This time last year, the new Board was stepping into a role supporting
operational management, after an unexpected time of staff change. We were
heading into a period of growth, with our new digital phone system and a recently-signed contract
for the Transgender Peer Support Service, but a lot of groundwork was needed to design new ways
of working, develop policies and systems, and find the right people to deliver this work. Between
June and November last year, I had the privilege of working closely not only with the Board, but
with the staff and counselling team and our volunteers to keep the organisation steady, and put
things in place to start moving forward.
With Claire joining us as General Manager in November, we moved into a phase of really exciting
and rapid development. As I write this, the organisation is stable and financially healthy, with a full
staff team and an engaged community of volunteers. We’ve been able to deliver services in new
ways, and are well placed to continue growing and improving the support we offer to rainbow
communities across Aotearoa.
It’s been amazing to see our trans and non-binary peer support service develop so quickly from an
idea on paper to a core part of the organisation that provides individual and whānau support and
positive community space for trans and non-binary people across Tāmaki Makaurau. While
OUTLine has long had a positive working relationship with RainbowYOUTH, the chance to develop
and deliver this service in partnership with them has strengthened this connection, as well as our
links with the gender-affirming healthcare sector and trans community leaders.
We knew that the digital phone system powering our 0800 OUTLINE service had the potential to
transform the way we work, and this has been tested and proven through the COVID-19
restrictions. With a huge amount of work from staff and volunteers, we were able to pivot to remote
volunteering in the first week of Level 4 lockdown, keeping the phone lines open for people needing
support through the time of noho rāhui. I’m excited about how this will develop over the next year,
particularly the potential for chat support and engaging a wider range of volunteers.

Our counselling service also remained operational by video through lockdown, and through the
year has provided specialist support for rainbow people across Aotearoa. We’ve improved the
ways we account for this service, and for the first time have been able to access funding to
reduce barriers to access through our DHB transgender peer support contract and the Ministry
of Health’s team responding to the mental health impacts of COVID-19.
This year has also been a time of strengthening connections that will continue to grow over the
next year - with rainbow communities across Aotearoa through shared advocacy on the Mental
Health and Wellbeing Commission Bill, with other rainbow support organisations, with the
mental health and gender affirming healthcare sectors, with decision makers in government and
with support partners including our friends at Spark. I had fun being part of our presence in
Auckland Pride this year, and look forward to making more space for the team to celebrate,
build positive community and connect across Aotearoa.
I’d like to offer my immense thanks to Claire for stepping in as General Manager, and for her
leadership through tricky times - as the organisation has grown and developed, as trans and
non-binary rights have been challenged here in Aotearoa and overseas, and as the world has
shifted in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Thanks also to our amazing staff and counselling team, to my Board colleagues, and to our
volunteers, members and wider OUTLine community. OUTLine is such a special organisation,
providing peer-led access to support and a sense of community for rainbow people across the
country. It’s because of you all that we’ve been able to do this work for almost 50 years, and it’s
with all of your support that we’ll be able to continue. Thank you.
Moira Clunie, Chair

MANAGER REPORT
Claire Black
It’s another exciting milestone for me to be writing my first annual report
as OUTLine’s General Manager. It has been a privilege to get to know
many of you in the OUTLine community over the past half a year, from
other new staff and volunteers to those who have been around for
decades, and I look forward to continuing to connect with you all in the
months and years to come.
Before OUTLine, my background was as a researcher and digital anthropologist with a focus on
how Rainbow people use the internet, social media and other technologies to understand
ourselves and connect with each other. Because of this, OUTLine, with its long history of using
technologies to connect us to each other and support Rainbow mental health, has felt like a
natural home.
As a newcomer to the organisation, the past seven months have also been a whirlwind of
learning about where OUTLine has come from over the past 48 years, who we are today, and
what we can be in the years to come. I cannot give enough thanks to everyone who welcomed
me to the OUTLine whānau and patiently answered my many questions.
For OUTLine, the past year has been one of lots of behind the scenes work to streamline our
processes across the organisation from our phoneline to our counselling service to our website.
So much of this work is thanks to the Board and to the leadership of Moira, our chairperson. The
Board went above and beyond the roles that they signed on for to keep things running last year,
and it was entirely thanks to their work that I was able to hit the ground running when I
started.
In October, we launched the Trans and Non-binary Peer Support Service alongside
RainbowYOUTH. As part of this new service, Leilani started as our Peer Support Coordinator and
has been incredibly busy providing essential support to both our volunteers and trans peer
support clients ever since. The launch of this service has really helped to solidify supporting
trans and nonbinary people as one of OUTLine’s core functions, and this focus has been
reflected in the range of in-person and virtual events we’ve held over the past eight months to
bring together and celebrate trans communities.

We’ve also welcomed and farewelled several other staff members in the past year. Jayce, our
Funding and Finances Administrator, left us after nearly two years to return to further study in
paramedicine, and Ange stepped down as our counselling administrator to focus on an exciting
new mental health role. Nyx Simons was only briefly with us from July ‘til December as a
temporary Support Line Coordinator but made a massive difference during this time and set a
fantastic foundation for Leilani to take over from. We continue to miss all three of these staff
members but are excited for the new opportunities they are all now undertaking. Meanwhile,
James, our Comms Coordinator, celebrated two years with OUTLine in March, and Sophie came
on board in May as a temporary Funding and Finances Admin and quickly slotted into the team
during a strange time for all of us. All of these staff have made OUTLine’s successes over the
past year possible.
Our counselling team of Hayden, Tommy and Vicky also continues to provide specialist
counselling to a range of clients and provide welcome support to our volunteers. The past year
has once again seen the highest number of referrals to the counselling team to date, and the
team were able to keep providing support all throughout lockdown, at a time when many people
needed additional support.
It’s also been really exciting to see OUTLine taking leadership on issues of Rainbow Mental
Health. In December, our chairperson Moira produced an OUTLine submission to the Mental
Health and Wellbeing Commission Bill. The post was shared hundreds of times on social media,
and was ultimately signed by over 500 individuals and over 80 organisations.
During February, OUTLine was busy getting out into the community, connecting with people and
celebrating Pride. We marched with a strong OUTLine and Spark contingent, and then thanks to
Spark had the privilege of being the only organisation with a presence at the OurParty postmarch event. We then turned back out the next day, equipped once again with lots of props and
a polaroid camera, for Big Gay Out. We also made our way across the Proud Centres organised
by Auckland Council, holding an OUTLine Lounge event at the Ellen Melville Centre and then cohosting back to back events with RainbowYOUTH: a workshop for parents of queer and trans
kids and a trans picnic in the park. Pride also saw our third in a series of ads with Spark, this
one focussed on trans and non-binary employment, and it was very cool to watch this
resonating with the people who saw it.
Of course, phoneline volunteers remain at the heart of our organisation and our mahi all year
round. It has been a pleasure to get to know so many of our volunteers over the course of
shifts, volunteer forums, trainings and our Christmas party. Seeing such a range of people
continually coming together with the shared aim of giving back has been a consistent reminder
of the power of our communities.

Last year, thanks to generous support from Spark, we introduced a new phone system, and in
the past year we have all continued to learn our way around this new system and the
possibilities it affords us. This helped us improve our technical processes and get better data on
calls, and most importantly, it allowed us to quickly pivot and allow volunteers to volunteer from
home during the COVID-19 lockdown.
I have been hugely proud of our COVID response. Our phoneline was fully operational within the
first week of lockdown and our phone volunteers showed massive flexibility and energy in taking
on this new challenge to support callers in our communities during this time. We also held the
second half of our March volunteer training remotely, and these new volunteers then jumped
straight into remote shifts. We offered counselling and trans peer support virtually during a time
where many clients needed extra support. And throughout all the different levels, we engaged
with people from our communities across social media, launched a virtual trans resilience
workshop series, held a virtual rainbow quiz night, and produced materials to demystify the
phoneline for potential first time callers. In what was a strange and stressful time for all of us, it
was powerful to see the ways in which OUTLine was able to keep helping.
I vividly remember sitting in my office during my first week, buzzing with energy about all the
possibilities ahead of us. All these months and a global pandemic later, once again back at my
desk after a couple of months away, I’m still just as excited about where we are heading as an
organisation and broader OUTLine community and the projects and possibilities that lie ahead.
Ngā mihi nui,
Claire Black, General Manager

TREASURER REPORT
Frances Arns
The 2019/2020 financial year saw more investment in the growth and
development of OUTLine. We made a loss overall for the year, and we’re
confident that the new financial year will reap the benefits of our
investment.
Our income is slightly up from prior year, due to the addition of the
transgender peer support service that OUTLine is delivering with
RainbowYOUTH for the Northern Region DHBs. This is an exciting step for OUTLine and our
communities, with this being the first DHB funded service for trans peer support.
We are grateful to our core group of funders that continue to support our services year on year;
Community Organisation Grants Scheme (COGS), Foundation North, The Lottery Grants Board, The
Rule Foundation, and the Auckland Council and Local Boards across Tāmaki Makaurau. This year
we also received our first grant from Wellington Community Trust, which we are grateful for.
Over the past year we were supported by some amazing individuals, who donated to OUTLine
regularly. Regular donors make a huge difference to the support and services that we’re able to
provide to Rainbow communities across Aotearoa, so want to extend a huge thanks to: Kevin J
Sanderson, Nic Edge, Jenny Kendrick, Andie Morton, Taine Polkinghorne, Murray R Smallfield, Sue
M Fitchett, Hayden Bigelow, Greg Morgan and K L Geater. We couldn’t do it without you.
There are a few organisations we want to say thanks to as well. Spark have been great allies to us
this year, through payroll giving, partnering for the Auckland Pride Festival and their continued
technological support for our phoneline. Westpac did a fundraiser for OUTLine to celebrate Wear it
Purple day - thanks Westpac. And of course a big thanks to Soho Wine Co who released a special
edition wine for Pride in support of OUTLine.
Looking ahead to the next year we’re excited and optimistic about OUTLine’s future.
Frances Arns, OUTLine Treasurer
*figures from draft financial statements currently being audited

OUR TEAM
Board
Moira Clunie - Chair
Frances Arns - Treasurer
Victoria Trow - Secretary
Aych McArdle

Kara Rosemeier
Stace Robertson
Andie Morton (until 5/20)

Staff
Claire Black - General Manager
Leilani Thompson-Rikys - Peer Support Coordinator
James Malcolm - Communications Coordinator
Sophie Lake - Funding and Finance Administrator
Jayce Dawson - Funding and Finance Administrator (until 2/20)
Nyx Simons - Volunteer Support Coordinator (until 12/19)
Angelique Bull - Counselling Coordinator (until 10/19)

Counsellors
Hayden Oswin
Thomas Hamilton
Angelique Bull

Training & Supervision
Diana Rands - Training Facilitator
Vicky Clothier - Counselling Supervisor

The OUTLine team at the launch of Te Ngākau Kahukura.

The OUTLine team at the OUTLine Whānau Christmas Party.

SUPPORT LINE
At OUTLine we run a rainbow peer
support line which is available at
0800 OUTLINE between 6pm-9pm.
We invite people across Aotearoa to
call us to speak to a trained volunteer
from the rainbow community, who can
offer peer support and help talk
things through. In the last 12 months
our support line has has 4506 calls!
That's a pretty impressive reach!
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Proportion of Caller Frequency

Distribution of Calls

Regular
Callers
22.1%

New
Callers
58.7%

Recurring
Callers
19.2%

Reaching new people who might
need support is really important to
us! In the past year 58.7% of our
callers have been calling us for the
very first time. We've also been able to extend our reach and
provide support to people all across Aotearoa.

Who Can Call OUTLine?
Thinking of giving us a call or recommending us to a friend?
OUTLine offers support to all rainbow people across Aotearoa, as
well as their friends, whānau, employers etc. who want to learn
how to support the rainbow people in their life better. You can
call to discuss sexual orientation, gender identity, coming out,
relationships, isolation, discrimination or just to have a chat!

VOLUNTEERS
Did you know our support line is answered entirely by
volunteers? Our volunteers are trained members of the rainbow
community, who are able to provide peer support and talk
things through.

Active Volunteers
During the March/April Level 4 lockdown our
team worked fast to enable a remote calling
system that allowed our volunteers to answer
calls to our support line safely from home.
We’re excited to be able to keep this as an
option for our volunteers going forward to
make answering calls more accessible and
comfortable. This will also allow us to intake
new volunteers from around Aotearoa.

Volunteers are trained over the course of two weekends to
support callers with gender identity, sexual orientation, diverse
sex characteristics, and issues that affect rainbow communities
and their friends and whānau. Our volunteers also attend
regular supervision forums so they can continue their learning
and ask any questions they may have.

Our training includes presentations
from many guests from the rainbow
community with a range of expertise.
This ensures our volunteers receive a
wide base of knowledge in relation to
the many different intersections and
lived experiences of the rainbow
community.

TRANS PEER
SUPPORT SERVICE
This year we launched our Trans and Non-Binary Peer Support
Service alongside RainbowYOUTH. Our Trans Peer Support
Service supports transgender, non-binary and gender-diverse
Aucklanders and their whānau to access support, information
and a sense of community.

CLIENTS

since the service started
in October 2019

Some of our clients have been getting
support to explore their gender
identity and access gender affirming
care. Others might be secure in their
gender but need support and
affirmation for dealing with the
discrimination, barriers and
microaggressions that trans people
face in daily life.

OUTLine has two trans and non-binary peer support
groups that meet on a fortnightly basis. We are
incredibly lucky to have an experienced, diverse
group of volunteers who bring their lived experience
to these groups. We are also in the process of
starting more peer support groups in consultation
with the community and are close to starting a
Pasifika and Māori peer support group.

During the pandemic OUTLine responded to the needs of the
trans and non-binary community by providing a series of Trans
Resiliency Workshops via Zoom. We had over 65 attendees at
these workshops, which gave people a chance to feel connected
to the broader trans community and to see that they were not
alone. For some people these were a first point of entry to
rainbow services and gender affirming care.

Leilani Thompson-Rikys
Working as OUTLine’s peer support
coordinator I have seen immense resilience
and courage. I see people working really
hard to maintain their own emotional
wellbeing and practise tools to help them manage
dysphoria or the additional stressors that trans people face. It
takes a lot of courage to admit that your gender might be
different from the one you were assigned at birth and to start
looking at what the next step might be. I have also seen clients
move from isolation to building connections, and reach goals
such going to their first Hauora Tāhine appointment, telling a
family member that they’re trans or joining one of our peer
support groups. One thing that I work on with clients is finding
small ways to feel gender euphoria; the feeling of gender
rightness as well as how to practise self care and to find the
support that they need for the journey ahead.

COUNSELLING
OUTLine offers specialist face-toface counselling with experienced
professionally qualified counsellors
who specialise in rainbow-affirming
counselling. The counselling team
assist rainbow-identified people,
their families, and anyone
questioning their own sexual
orientation or gender identity, or
who are intersex or have a variation
of sex characteristics (VSC).
The counselling team are focused on
affirmative engagement with people,
assisting them to build networks and
relationships with people and services
nationally. We have established strong
links with alcohol and other drug
services services, other rainbow
community services, community
mental health services, sexual health
services and youth services. Our work
engages with state services and public
health programmes in many DHBs,
including gender affirming health care.

REFERRALS TO OUR COUNSELLING TEAM
in the last 12 months

Within our service the counselling team also engage with phone
volunteers, working together to support enquiries, offer advice
and support and share knowledge. The counselling team work
with the trans peer support worker and offer clinical support
monthly. This collaborative approach helps in supporting
people engaging with the service as well as enhancing our
practice and learning from each other's models and knowledge.
OUTLine's counselling team bring a great deal of dedication and
responsibility to their practice.

OUTREACH

13,370

website visits
in the last year!

757

new
followers
on social
media!

Lots of people access our website and social media, to
find resources and referral pathways for our services.

Social media was a really important
tool for OUTLine during the
lockdown in letting people know our
services were able to safely remain
open and that we were still
available to provide support.

OUTLine made a collective
submission to the Mental
Health and Wellbeing
Commission Bill asking for
rainbow communities to be
specifically named within the
bill. Our submission was cosigned by over 500 individuals
and 80 organisations and our
Chair Moira was invited to
speak in front of the committee.

We've been working on ways to demystify the OUTLine
experience to make it more accessible to people who may be
nervous or scared to call. The most popular so far has been a
video showing exactly what happens when you call OUTLine.

STRATEGIC PARTNER
OUTLine has a strategic partnership with Spark to
help us grow our organisation. They provide us
with the equipment and tech-support to keep our
support line running and were a huge help in
making remote calling possible during lockdown.

Spark also supported us
throughout Auckland Pride, by
paying for us to attend key
events and providing us with
everything we needed. We
repped our strategic partnership
along Queen Street as part of
Our March, and at Big Gay Out.
A huge bonus this year thanks to
Spark's generous sponsorship
was that OUTLine was able to be
the only organisation with a stall
at Our Party, giving us a huge
opportunity to let people know
about our mahi and recruit new
volunteers!

Each year we've been really lucky to be able to collaborate on an
ad campaign with Spark, that brings awareness to the stories of
our rainbow whānau. This year we decided to shine a light on the
challenges for those who are transgender or non-binary in the
workplace. A huge thank you to Princess Gabriel Halatoa for
starring in this campaign. The promotion received more than 1M
views across social media, 990k views across television and 330k
views across OnDemand services. A huge thank you to Spark for
the massive platform they provided this important message.

Alongside this campaign with Spark we created a Trans & NonBinary Inclusive Workplace Resource on our website for both
employers and employees, to educate employees on their rights
and educate employers on how to make their workplace an
inclusive and comfortable space for trans and non-binary
employees. This resource was accessed more than 1,000 times.

THANK YOU
OUTLine would like to acknowledge and thank the following
people for their support of OUTLine through teaching our
volunteers or facilitation of workshops and support groups.

Training Speakers
Dee Morgan
Jim Marjoram
Joey Macdonald
Eliana Golberstein (ITANZ)
Mark Fisher (Body Positive)
Lee Grabarek (RainbowYOUTH)
Diana Rands

Group Facilitation
Bailey Daborn
Lee Jacobz
Andie Morton
Ross Palethorpe

Workshop Speakers
Mikey Brenndorfer (nurse)
Sam Orchard (trans artist and advocate)
Jove Horton (Transgender Health Key Worker from Hauora Tahine)
Moira Clunie (OUTLine board chairperson and Te Ngākau Kahukura)
Joey Macdonald (training lead from Te Ngākau Kahukura)
Jono Selu (Mental Health Foundation)
Tommy Hamilton (OUTLine counsellor)
Taine Polkington (Human Rights Commission)
Aych McArdle (OUTline board member & disabled trans human rights
activist)
Sydney Heremaia (Rainbow Youth’s Gender Diverse Peer Support worker
in Northland)

DONORS
Donations to OUTLine make a huge difference to our organisation
and what we are able to do. We want to extend a massive thank
you to everyone who was able to financially support OUTLine
over the last year.
Stephen Chapman
Scott McCallum
Elizaveta Serous
Jesse Parkinson
Barry Stead
Scott Priddle
Paula Cudby
Spencer Ho
Richard Adams
Latisha Tuia
Misty Downie
Silivia Brunt
Sarah Tui
Kate Paulin
Harry Huang
Alex Badley
Myken Diggins
Tim Hope
Todd Marles
Khalya Winterstein
Benny Chun
Estevan deCastro
Kate Forward

Erica Hawkett
Lauren Coffey
Emma McNicoll
Greg Best
Kathryn McKeowen
Yohann Pereira
Vanh Anothai
Rachel McInnes
Sally Robins
Claire Takacs
Eli Matthewson
Janet Peters
Greg Morgan
Aych McArdle
Virginia Brooks
Tina Liao
Michelle Taylor
Vinne Sykes
Ellie Cross
Kodie Te Moananui
Riki Hollings
James Boult
Jessica Smith-Jones

Scott McCallum
Henrique Beirao
Patric Turnock
Ryan Smale
Herbert C
L E Blackmore
W N & WHI Moselen
J L Brumley
Jonathan Chapman
Kelly Geater
Kevin J Sanderson
Nic Edge
Taine Polkinghorne
Sue M Fitchett
Andie Morton
Hayden Bigelow
Murray Smallfield
Jenny Kendric
Olivia Coupe
Nomes Lorimer

FUNDERS
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